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5-20 stairs - stair lighting kit controller
RGB(W) + sensors

Price 213.18 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 24 hours

Number 1008

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
 Stairway lighting kit - using LED strip RGB.

In the staircase controller model RGB-01 and RGBW-R
There may be visible flickering of luminous led strips.
This effect can occur with certain colors and with a reduced led strip  power of less than 100%.
For example, in standby mode when set to light up the stairs or all with power from 5-50% 
 

The kit includes

 

- Intelligent controller to the stairs - https://stair-lighting.com/sterownik-inteligentny-led-do-oswietlenia-schodow-rgb-
wersja-5-20-p-1007.html
 

- Motion sensors dedicated to the controller 2 pieces - https://stair-lighting.com/motion-sensor-light-sensor-in-one-
shortcircuit-no-or-nc-dedicated-to-intelligent-stairs-controllers-p-507.html?language=en
 

We offer you an innovative lighting system rather its backbone - a basis, that is, the driver and two motion sensors with built-
in twilight. It is the starting point to complete the lighting system using LED strips RGB or RGBW.

Why all this? With 3 main reasons. Lighting is supposed to provide security to users, especially after dark or in dark spaces.
Systems referred allow you to save energy, because they use LED technology. Appropriately selected illumination will also be
a great decorative element interior, or the garden.

Decorative function here is enhanced by the use of colored light source. Here there are many options that must be considered
individually, eg. The selection of the remote control strips. From him much depends. We think here, eg. A stroke or smooth
color change. Selecting a predetermined color on the remote control or complete fantasy settings with the help of the
selection button. Controller itself has 5 to 20 outputs light with an output voltage of 12V.

We offer Polish equipment, ensuring high quality and practically a lifetime of use. We will help you in adjusting the set - our
knowledge and experience will beat for functionality and affordable price for you!

The output set for stair lighting is the basis on which to base the intelligent lighting system. The technologically advanced
controller and two efficient motion detectors are easy to install and trouble-free during later use. The stair lighting kit can be
easily adapted to the number of stairs and to the size of the staircase. In most staircases, it is difficult to ensure adequate
light levels with normal lighting. LED lighting is a completely new quality in this respect, because it is mounted to every step.

Due to a modern, intelligent controller, you can program lighting on the stairs so that it best suits the needs of users. The
controller has many programs and its possible settings, thanks to which we can create an infinite number of lighting effects
with one device. The set is complemented by motion sensors that have built-in dusk sensors. Both sensors have adjustable
sensitivity, which can be controlled as needed. Thanks to intelligent stair lighting, not only do we perfectly illuminate each
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staircase, but also create a unique mood in it. What's more, LED type lighting is simple in operation, functional and trouble-
free, as well as energy-efficient. Lamps and LEDs do not consume much energy from the network. If we mount the LED
lighting system on the stairs, we will certainly feel the relief in the wallet, because the electricity bills will automatically be
reduced.

 

This product has additional options:

Motion sensor - 2 pcs: T1 , T2 (+ 15.52 Euro ), T4B (+ 51.74 Euro ), T4B (+ 41.39 Euro ), I do not order (- 51.23 Euro )
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